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5 reversible fabric bowl designscmake one tonight and use it tomorrow!

About the AuthorPatrick Dunne is a sixth generation Southerner, and proprietor of Lucullus, a
well-known antiques store in New Orleans. Dunne writes a regular column in Southern Accents,
"The Epicurean Collector." He lives in Louisiana.
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           Pages 11 - 50 are not included in this sample.
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Linda McMillan, “Love this charming book. High quality photos and easy to read directions..
Great instructions and colorful photos.”

rose thyme, “Nice Book. Making fabric bowls is intriguing. I have not made anything directly from
this book, but the information is clear and there are a lot of variations to try. A good book for the
reference shelf in my craft room.”

Sandra Ash, “... book out and never got it back so was happy when I could replace it. I loaned
this book out and never got it back so was happy when I could replace it. I have made these
bowls and have all the supplies but with NO instructions supplies just sitting. This is a good
book, makes these bowls easy and they look great. You will like the book and instructions are
easy to follow.”

Gayle Williams, “Easy reading and informative. Great ideas and easy to understand. Would
recommend this book. The biggest problem is to access the patterns, which I feel is important in
these types of books and indeed all books that  have patterns.”

Veronica DeLuze, “... and instructions to make a bowl and found it easy to follow. Used pattern
and instructions to make a bowl and found it easy to follow. Bowl came out well and I am happy
with the book.”

Donna W., “Great book and easy enough for my kids to make .... Great book and easy enough
for my kids to make a bowl, too. We have made 3 different bowls and love them. My kids even
made some for their grandparents.”

Dakota Sioux, “(almost 2 years old) She absolutely loved it. Perfect size kittens and being
storage house .... This was an Easter gift for my great-niece.(almost 2 years old) She absolutely
loved it.  Perfect size kittens and  being storage house is soft,no need to worry if she'll get hurt.”

PamelaJ, “Fast, fun & easy fabric bowls: 5 reversible shapes to use & display. This book has five
great projects to try. With Clear instructions. Would have liked to have more photos of samples.”

Lydia Markova, “A great project book. A great read and lots of lovely patterns. I ended up buying
a hard copy as I can't print from my Kindle and needed to see the patterns and trace them. Great
fun and very effective. I thoroughly recommend this book to anyone who is interested in crafts
and fabric.”

M. Hodges, “Clearly illustrated and fun to do. This book has instructions and diagrams that are



very easy to follow. If you enjoy making boxes from kits you will enjoy making these quick and
easy bowls. I can make one of them in an hour. The only negative point is that the Timtex that
you use to stiffen the bowls is not widely available in the UK, and is about £7.50 per metre. But if
you are careful with your cutting, it will go a long way. From the information given you can adapt
any shape into a bowl. I have done oblongs, pentagons, and smaller squares. A fun book to
have.”

Mrs. L. A. Blase, “Four Stars. i like the book, looking forward to trying out the ideas.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Brilliant. To make bespoke bowls that are useful and .... Brilliant. To
make bespoke bowls that are useful and unique.”

smile64, “Very good, clear instructions. Must try these”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 108 people have provided feedback.
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